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I ti TP3DUC TI 
Theoretical analysis of discharges in gases, becouae of sim- 
plicity, Las been limited alifost entirely to the one dimensional 
case, where the electrodes with suitable guard rings were assumed 
to maintain uniform fields in the planes perpendicular to the 
line joinin. the electrodes. An idealized discharge between tro 
infinitely large parallel planes has served to formulate theories 
ooncerninv various fundamental -recesses in gaseous discharge. 
It was used to evaluate coefficients of fundamental importance 
such. as Townsendts first and second coefficients. lowever, in 
the study of a relatively long discharge, for example, inter- 
electrodal distances of 50 cm or more, a uniform field requires 
unusually large electrodes. Such discharges in an elongated 
tube have been the subject of growing interest for the study and 
aalication of alasma energies and plasma oscillations. 
Lirect-current discharges in elongated tubes have been 
studied experimentally by many investigators, but theoretical 
analyses have avoided the use of more than one dimension. As 
for B-0 discharges, catriand (6) has investigated experiment- 
ally the cause of the humidity effect in fluorescent lamps, and 
c,arland, et al. (7) have completed experimental studies on the 
strikinc,, potential of long low-presaure gaseous discharges, and 
have deduced empirical formulas, 
The development of the modern high-speed electronic digital 
computer has allowed for the use of numerical methods, previously 
impractical due to necessary labor. lard (10) has modified 
2 
Crowe, Bragg, and Thomas numerical method and con-,uted various 
static characteristics of parallel plate discharges on the C 
and Ia.v, 704. Vdith various simplifications, i.e., the mobility 
of ions and electrons was assumed to oe constant, the computed 
curve cave desirable information concerning the discharge, par- 
ticularly in the region of the glow breakdown corresponding to 
a negative value for dE/d1. 
The present paper formulates a solution to a problem of an 
a-c cylindrical glow gaseous discharge. Specifically, the prob- 
lem was to determine simplified boundary conditions (with rea- 
sonably justified assumptions, set up the boundary value problem, 
and by numerical methods compute the characteristics of instan- 
taneous current versus the potential. Root-mean-square charac- 
teristics of a discharge throughout the glow re' ion could then 
be calculated. 
In the computation, the instantaneous 1,otential, ion con- 
centration, and electron concentration were calculated at many 
regularly spaced )(pints as an intermediate step in computing the 
current-potential characteristics. hence the potential, the 
current wave forms, the space distribution of the field, the 
charge density, and the current density were ii7mediatelj obtain- 
able by reasonable modifications of the original computer pro- 
gram when this information was desired. 
As the proposed theory of commutation has introduced a 
second space dimension and a time dimension, the nature of the 
problem and the method of the analysis will be found different 
from that of bard, although both methods used the numerical 
approach. 
In the present paper, the theory is explained. The pre- 
liminary computer program is given as an appendix. The major 
part of the computer pros (Laelace's equation ; has been solved 
repeatedly (more than 40 times; in order to fled the optieeue 
over-relaxation factor desired in the solution of the linear 
simultaneous difierelce equations involved. It is estimated 
that about 16 hours wore required to compute one point of the 
root-mean-square characteristics on the IS 650. The tiae factor 
and some difficulties met in ustn the preliminary computer pro- 
gram prevented the final results being given in this paper. 
This will be discussed in a following section. It is planned 
to continue this work and to present the revised computer pro- 
gram and results later in a separate paper then successfully com- 
puted data is evailable. 
THEORY 
The Model 
A theory was formulated according to the model on Plate 1. 
The diacram shows a section of the cylindrical discharge tube of 
radius (a) and length (.1) containine two circalar disk electrodes 
made of the same material. The tube wall had a capacitance per 
unit leneth (C) and the capacitance per unit length between the 
outside tube wall and the grounded reflector was (C). The sur- 
face resistance per unit length along the inside tube wall was 
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assumed to be infinitely hih, but that of the outside wall was 
(r0). n external L-c, GO-cycle variable potential was applied 
to one of the electrodes througb a current-limiting resistance 
(P), the other electrode being LTounded. The tube was previously 
evacuated and filled with a low-pressure (p) gas. 
The Formulation of boundary Value Problem 
Inside Discharge Jody. The theory considered only the ex- 
istence of one kind of positive !On and electron, alan. with 
three fundamental processes-diffusion, mobility, and electron 
ionization. It ignored recombinatlon, attachment, and other pro- 
cesses, which was justified in the case of low pressure. ',1thin 
the boundaries, the discharze was governed by a set of three par- 
tial differential equations, namely, Poissonts equation (h') and 
two equations of continuity. (Patiailalized MKS units were used 
throughout this paper.) 
v2u N) 
= L+v2N+ (iZ(vii) oCi 
,gt 
-17* (N;WVU) a(' (3) 
at 
where U = the Potential 
r = the positive ion concentration 
= the electron concentration 
D+ = the diffusion constant of positive ions 
7 
D- = the diffusion constant of electrons 
= the mobility constant of positive ions 
= the electron mobility 
c< = Townsend's first coefficient or electron ioniza- 
tion coefficient. 
3oundarx Conditions at Wall. Assuming the tube wall to be 
a perfect recombination place, it was then reasonable to assume 
and N- to be equal to zero at the wall. Thus the exchange of 
charge between the wall and the dtscbarge body was only due to 
diffusion. From the diagram, ?late Fl it was possible to ob- 
tain the five boundary conditions, namely, equations (4), (b), 
(6), (7), and (). 
Ul 
= roi 
z 
81 8(Q8 Qb) 
2; g t 
IT 
Qa 
C' 
b 8N- 
= 2Tra(1) ----) 
gr gr 
Qb 
Ui Ub = 
C; 
Qs, and Qb from equations (4), (5), (6), and (;), 
and from (7) and (3), respectively, the following equations re 
sulted: 
gut glib 1 82tr 
(0 4- Ce)---- C----= 
t ro 8z 2 
(9) 
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PLATE II 
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e ui g ub 8 11+ 01.i- 
C ---- - C ---- = 2wa(D+ ---- - D- ----) (10) 
et at er gr 
Solvilv for Ul and Ub, the final boundary conditions are 
g til 1 g2Ui 8 1.1 + g - 
C' - - - - 21a(D+ ---- - D ----) (11) 
at ro 822 a r 8r 
3 ub 1 82ui 2Tra ( c + C ' ) 2F N+ g 
- 
(D+ 
et ro ez2 C 8r gr 
p224aslany Conditions t 1esIK2dea. After an a-c Potential 
was applied through the resistance t to the discharge tube, the 
potential of the ungrounded electrode was iven by equation (13). 
Ue = Ur sin(120 wt) - IF (13) 
where Um = the maximum value of the applied n-c potential 
I = the total instantaneous current in the external 
circuit. 
At the cat'aode, the positive ion density was obtained by 
using parabolic extrapolation from the values at nearby points 
equidistant from the axis of the cylindrical tube. This extrap- 
olation yielded 
N+c = 3(+1c N.+20) N+3c (14) 
where 
c 
= the ion density at cathode 
11+ lc' 14+20 
1C: 
(12) 
0.3c = the ion density at lh, 2h, mid 5h 
distance horizontally from cathode respective]y. 
This was based on the assumption that the ion density is a con- 
tinuous function of space. The glow discharge has been described 
by von Ynael (2) as a discharge in which the cathode emits elec- 
trons under the bombardment of positive ions, metastable atoms, 
and light quanta from the gas. The thermionic emission in. the 
cold-cathode case is negligible. Combinine the above three 
emission causes under a eseudo-Townsend's second coefficient 
the electron density may be expressed in terms of positive ion 
density (equation 16). This requires that in current density 
term, diffusion be neglected in comparison with mobility, and 
the initial velocity of the emitted electron be ignored. 
ei4- 1E0I = rN+c,q+ /Lc/ (15) 
= 0 ---- (16) 
where N-c = the electron density at cathode 
nc = the electric field at cathode 
= the pseudo-Townsend's second coefficient. 
it the anode, the continuity condition requires that the 
ion density must vanish 0.41 = 0 (.3). If continuity conditions 
were imposed on the electrodes so that the total current density 
(due to ions and electrons) at one point of the catnode were 
equal to that of the corresponding; point of the anode, then the 
electron densty at the anode is given by equation (18). 
etAr 'Fa! = (1 + 2(Wwie I, 
(1 + Y),q+ lEci 
+ 
Ar lEal c 
where 14+3, = tile electron density at anode 
(17) 
( lb) 
E a = the electric field at anode. 
In derivin the above equations, it was understood that the lonc- 
itudinal comnonent of the field was unidirectional, froni anode 
to cathode, in the discharge tube. 
Einally, the total instantaneous current in the external 
circuit can be expressed by the following equation 
IT eja N" a r d r 
0 
Initial Conditiens. Before the potetial wns applied to 
the discharge tube, the ion and electron densities d4e to cosmc 
ionization were assumed to be 5 x 10 particles ?er cubic meter, 
which were minimum values given by von Erv;e1 (2=.) for see love'. 
At wall and electrodes, electron end ion densities were assumed 
to be zero. 
The Difference Method Applied to 
the Boundary Value Problem 
The above formulated boundary value problem can be computed 
and solved step by step if the approximation of finite differ- 
ences is used. In the case of cylindrical symmetry, equations 
(1), (2), and (3) became 
a 21i 3. n 0 au 
9r2 r 8r 
' n 0 /4+ 
_ 
,rN+ 3. 0N+ # 2N+ 
= e(__-75- 4. . ---- + ) 
gt a la- r Or a 24* 
82U 1, g u 82u ;4(+(____ + 
- --- + ___.) 
a r2 r9 r 8z2 
4, 2 N+ ei II+ g u 2N+ u 
/6( ---(-- 4. ---.) 4. --- ---- 
,?z. r gr 'as ez 
6o 
(21) 
13 
82N - N- a 
- 
at 8r2 r a r 
d I 8 it 2TJ 
,14 - 
8'2 r r 8z4-. 
N - 3 - en- 
_A( (3') 
L8 :r r Or az az 
Because of symmetry, the discharge region may be represented by 
a rectangulmr suction vith the center line and wall as two hori- 
zontal sides. The electrodes are the two lateral sides. This 
section was divided, into a rectangular net, as shown on Plate 
where one lino was added below the center line as a neces- 
sity for programmiree and two lines were added above the line of 
the wall to take account of the outside wall ane the reflector. 
For each row o: I ,tt:ce points, the equations (1'), (2'), 
and (3') were different. Jut if variable coefficients depending 
on (j), the row number (as shown on Plate J1I), were used, the 
above three equations could then be transformed into three sets 
of difference equations. For the first row,,e Hospital Pule 
;2 1 18 
enables use of --- and ---- to approximate - and - respec- 
r gr2 r r8r 
tively, since for r-0.0, the letter are undefined. 
The above considerations,and use of central differences, 
result in difference equations that can be reduced to equations 
(20), (21), and (22), where subscripts (b), (r), (Ae), and 
(1) denote the points above, below, to the right, to the left, 
and the point itself. Ali, etc., Gi and ';32j,b3.1 were functions 
of row number end the net size, h and k, as shown on Plate F. 
EXPLANATION OF PLAM III 
Not dtagram of the discharge re,don and boundaries. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE IV 
Coefficients of equations (20), (21), 
and (22). 
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4h2 
  
computed by the following equation (Ward, 10): 
0( = C D 047 (23) 
'1 CjiLr + 11) 
J= 1, 
[Aj314+e j3N+b C 3('1.4-r N+i) 
+ N+1 [ jblja + Bibijb + Cj5(Ur + u.e) 
+ --4 - ubl(62jN4, a3J (0.9 .4.< 0 
2k 
1 
+ --(Ur - (N+r N+1)1 + 4h2 
= [A 
a 
+ B j2PJ'b 2(N-r bi:e) 
(20) 
+ 
Djgd 
(21) 
_ ub)2 ___,ur _ 
4k2 4h2 
(243 
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where C, u = constants for the cas used 
p = as pressure. 
The boundary conditions, equations (11) and (12), became: 
pui 
= C1(Ur + uf - 2 131) C2I4+bb C314-bb pt (25) 
19 
.6131) 
= (U + 2Ui) 1 r 64(C2N+bb Cei-bb ) (26) 
4\t 
where 1- bb, N4-10b were the values of 7,1- and N+ at j = 3, or at 
the second row below the row of Ul, and 
CI 1.)2 Pç 
2 Trate Dtat 
C' k 
T'ae 
C' k 
C4 = (C + C')/C 
The boundary value of u at the end points of the wall were ob- 
tained by extrapolation from the nearby boundary values of U. 
The boundary conditions at electrodes became 
N+Cj = 3(H+luj 1+3Uj (27) 
= .4/( N+ uj Cj (28) 
10-ai = 0 (29) 
(1 + PA( 1E01 
60 - --.. N+ci 
IE I a 
(30) 
Ue = Um sin(120 im t) - IF (31) 
where the subscript j denotes the row number and runs from 1 to 
3. Per example, in N+3c2, the subscript before c means the dis- 
-tance from the cathode horizontally in terms of net size h, and 
the one following c means the row number. Thus it is the posi- 
tive ion density on the second row and 3h distance from the cath- 
ode. The small n is an integer. 
The total instantaneous current in the external circuit was 
20 
k k 
computed by the following approximation. Por 0 < r < -, - <:r 
3k 3k 5k 5k 2 2 
4:: --, -- < r< ---, and --<r..e 3k, use N-al' N-82' N-a3' and 
2 2 2 2 
0 as their averane electron density. Thus 
I-a = k2aA!f- 
4 
+ 41 2e,6(- 
+ 21/*"a16( 
- 
Ea2Na2 
The ueneral Procedures of Computation 
( 32 ) 
The original boundary value problem consisted of a set of 
partial differential equations involving ion density, electron 
density, and potential as functions of three inde,endent nrc:u- 
ments: radial distance (r), longitudinal distance (z), and time 
(t). ,e,fter using the method of finite differences, this set of 
partial differential equations became a set of difference equa- 
tions. These latter equations may be divided into two parts, 
involving nr not involving time ex:licitly. ;i set of linear 
simultaneous equations resulted, in which there were as many 
equations as there were unknowns. Therefore a step-by-step cal- 
culation nay be followed by dividing time into small intervals 
of LVt. Knowing the initial conditions, the time dependent part 
was calculated to et the new value of the function for an incre- 
ment of time Q.t. Then the other simultaneous equation part was 
solved by the over-relaxation method. This same procedure was 
repeated for another increment of time At, and so on. Thus the 
instantaneous voltage and current were obtained, and the root- 
mean-square carecteristics were computed. 
21 
The Preceding section furnished all the equations that were 
needed for comuting the solution of the problem. The followinr 
were the procedures folloeed by the computer program (see ,i)Tpon- 
dix III) designed for use on the IBM 650. 
1. Set initial conditions at t = 0, before the potential 
Is applied. 
2. Calculate the boundary value of If at inner points at wall 
for t = Ilt, by equations (25) and (2g). 
3. 1:,xtraoolate the new value of at nearby inner 1.:oints at 
wall to get the U at the end points of wall for t = At. 
4. Calculate Ue at the ungrounded electrode by equation 
(31). 
5. Use scanning calculations iteratively (an over-relaxa- 
tion method to approach successively the solution of the linear 
simultaneous equation (21,1.e., to find the region values of Ti 
for t = 
6. Calculate .414- by equation (22), and obtain the new value 
of N- by , = N- + AN-. This does not include the new boundary 
value at electrodes. 
7. Do the same t:ing for 14+, using equation (21). 
8. Extrapolate the new value of 14 nearby the cathode to 
get Nfoi, by equation (27), and obtain 14 cj, N-aj by equations 
(28) and (30), respectively. et = 0. All these were done 
after the determination of the half cycle (+ or -) of the ap- 
plied potential. 
9. Calculate the total instantaneous current in the ex- 
ternal circuit by equation (32). 
22 
Repeat the above procedures or another At, etc. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The above formulated theory was complete in itself. A com- 
puter program has been deeiened in Fortran Lanauaee (see Appen- 
dix 211), so that it may be accepted by either the IBM 650 or 704 
computer. This program has been processed to the object program 
of machine language by the revised (re5(3) For Transit il system 
on the ID 650. The object program functioned exactly as it was 
designed. The time-consuming part of the program was ?oisson's 
equation. A special case of this equation, namely, Laplace's 
equation, has been solved ser.arately part of 
this study many times w1,1 different dearees af accuracy and re- 
laxation factors on the 4.3.1 350. The relations of the number of 
iterated calculations required versus relaxation factor l,k1) and 
degree of accuracy were plotted on ''late V. The details of 
the replace calculations are given In raeendix IV. 
From the curves, it was seen that there was an optimum re- 
laxation factor of 1.4, which seemed to be constant for various 
dearees of accuracy. for a specific relaxation factor the number 
of iterations is proportional to the logarithm of the degree of 
accuracy. Thus a high decree of accuracy of the solution to the 
simultaneous equation could be obtained by increasing, a few 
additional iterations of calculation. 
The curves also showed that for the optimum case, not only 
EXPLAl'ATI'Z 21,1 TT; V 
i;elaxati:m efficiency curves. 
Sc= degree of accuracy or convergence criterion 
N = number of iterated calculations 
0,) = relaxation factor 
PLATE V 
3 
0 
08 /O i.2 
-/ -2 -3 
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the starting point is low but the slope is also small. That 
meant the successive scanning calculations converged to the so- 
lution of the problem faster than at any other relaxation factor, 
both at the beginning and at the later phases. For two relaxa- 
tion factors which are equally apart from the optimum factor 
from each side, the figure showed the smaller one corresponded 
to a calculation which converged fester at the beginning but 
slowed down later at high accuracy. 'n the other hand, the 
larger one corresponded to a calculation conversing slowly at 
the beginning but fast toward the hiah accuracy. Thus a rough 
conclusion may be drawn: to seek high accuracy solution, a ear 
relaxation factor might be used; otherwise the smaller one Is 
better. 
The voltace characteristics have not been obtained. after 
2Qt, during the solution oI the simultaneous equations (Pois- 
son's equation), the iterated calculation diverged instead of 
convercing to the proper solution. It was found that N- and N+ 
became negative, which was absurd, and the potential at the wall 
oscillated between + and - along the z-direction. The possible 
causes may be that the constants (I)+, D-, etc.) used in the pro- 
gram were not appropriately chosen, or the boundary conditions 
at the wall were overly simplified, i.e., N+ and were not 
zero at wall and mobility current to the wall should be taken 
into account. 
ikdditional work is in progress for improving this result. 
26 
C ON CLUSI014 
The success in solving Laplace's equation in cylindrical 
coordinates on the IBM 650 computer and the first two calcula- 
tions followin the present computer program, showed that the 
approach chosen was adequate in computing the voltage character- 
istics of the cylindrical gaseous discharge. based on the 
present theory and the computation program, an adjustment of 
constants and modification of the boundary condition were be- 
lieved to be sufficient to solve the difficulty that impeded 
the computation. 
The IBM 650 computer, because of its storage and speed 
limitations, is not suitable to solve the present problem. 
bigger and faster machine such as the .1B7,1 704 would be more 
appropriate for this work. 
27 
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iPP ',1DIX I 
constants Used in the computation 
The following constants were chosen from the practical 
viewpoint: 
i= 0.05 m (this was limited by the computer storage places 
of the IBM 650) 
a = 0.0183 m (this was the radius of the actual discharge 
tube tie author was workin on) 
b 0 41 
= 2"/ an = 217 6,en = .ox 10-11 
a 39 
= 1.4 (over-relaxation factor) 
p = 10 mm of Hg 
P = 1000 ohms 
The following constants were rounded figures taken or cal- 
culated from the sources listed: 
D+ = 4.7 x 10-3 m2/sec for A+ p = 10 mm of Hg (2, p. 119) 
D- = 5 m2/sec for A+ p = 10 mm of Hg (2, p. 119) 
= 1.5 x 10-3 m2/sec/V for A+ p = 10 mm of Hg (5, P. 100) 
,e4 = 3 m2/sec/V for e p = 10 mm of Hg (5, p. 100) 
1/ = 0.02 for Ni - A+ (1, p. 31) 
op = 316 x 102 (5, p. 692-6O5) 
05= 86 (5, p. 692-695) 
r0 = 1 x 106 ohms/m (6) 
REV, 4, B, C,D, 
8/,131,83, 0,R, 
c/, Cr, c3, 
C4, DI, Pr, D3, 
5/, E2, 4/, RE, 
55c, 7; , Y1 
Appendix II. Flow Diagram of the Computation Program. 
t(2)=3 4.(v(4)-y(.04-1/(.1) 
v(a)-3-( v(/s)- v(/*)) 4 
wiz) 4 
CN = 0 
Qejje(v(1 I2)-1/(2,2/)) 
(/.x/ (P#Q)0 sc 
0 
Q, ul (7)* (11( 1,121./1) -0 (/,_u-/8)) 
w /, )- v( /,zz-z)) 
y= g2(.7)41.,(41-)i 8i (.7 )* ( utz,104 
U( z,1 -/9)) 
Y*Q # Ve W4' ( UlZ,Jr21-1./(Z, 
-2 )) 
Y = a/(JL -,a) *Y 
1.10,x/) = p+ y 
1-#-A// -2 
u/ J) * ( I/( /, .12 #/1)-0 ((, Le-/S)) 
w /,r2t2 )-11( /,-T47-1.)) 
6204,24..kvvrz 
I = SQ/17F (SC l?r,c Y )) 
r- D/ /P3 ad, (Di /y) 
v - GI( 2,N) (4/(/,x/),, 
pou(I, N)* ov(r, xi)) 
#vt= 
N- N#/ 
Owe-he N 
sl /9 
,v2 = ( -i)4i N 
Iffi= 41/-/ 
(4-/401$4/am 
KoA-/-z 
At! 
A/11-17 
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P =C/ ( v(zto v(z -/) 
-2 0 £(z#1)) 
Qc cZ-00(2,Z#53)- e 3 
1/(Z, I *SZ) 
V(I) = v(r)-/- P t Q 
= Itro 
c/(/,j)=0(/,I).#p#co#Q 
P= I -IL -'9 
po(p-z)0(p 
- /1) r (R.-re) 
/ 
6, (2, )- a 
(2, 3 legi(zz-2) -v(44-4)) r //(L L-,i) 
(/(z ez v(z, L.) w 
(-/(4M)_ ,E/ *v(44) 
Je(i)* vezdo Q 
U(2, , ) (0(z,1,42)-1,/(4.zti)fti(i,st 
E/ x ii(2,J) 
1./(z ) - 
L/ (2, ) = EZ l/r2, / 
Y e(J)0 zitef.)o,t, 
Q= C/(/,14) 
rol/NC46 62, cw, 1,41 
PaN6W, v 
St/ -'2 
APPENDIX III 
Computation Program Coded in Fortran Language 
C00000 POISSION EQUATION 
000000 DIMENSION B1(2),B2 
000001 (3),B3(3),0(3),R(3), 
000002 U1(3),V(18),A(3,5), 
000003 B(3,5),C(3,5),D(3,5 
000004 ),u(2,86) 
000000 READ,A,B,C,D 
000000 READ,B1,B2,B3,G,R,U1 
000000 READ,C1,02,C3,04, 
000001 D1,D2,D3,E1,E2 
000000 READ,G1,RE, 
000001 S,SC,T,U2,Y1 
000000 ID.02 1=1,86 
000010 ;U(14)=0.0 
000020 illy(2LI)=o.0 
000000 
000030 Lv(i).o.o 
000000 5)05 1=19,32 
mooko 1,1=1+18 
1 
000000 1K=J+18 
000000 :u(2,I)=G1 
000000 lu(2,J)=G1 
000050 1,52,K)=G1 
000000 CN=0.0 
000000 IM =0 
00006o IM =IM +1 
000000 READ,AM 
000000 
000070 
00008o 
_J 
000000 
000000 
000090 
000000 
000000 
000000 
000000 
000100 
000110 
000111 
000000 
000001 
000000 
000000 
000120 
000000 
000001 
000000 
000001 
000000 
000130 
000000 
000140 
000000 
000001 
000000 
000150 
000000 
000160 
000000 
000170 
000000 
000000 
000000 
000000 
000180 
000190 
000200 
000000 
000001 
000000 
000210 
000000 
000000 
DO29 K1=1,2 
N1=1 
M1=Kl+N1-1 
M2 =K1 * *2+1 
110.29 14:141,M2',2 
Kar(K1**211,11)/M 
' Z=K*K1-2 
N2=0 
I IL=N1+18 
I IF(M-2)10,19,18 
JD 12 1=3,15,2 
1,1P=c1*(v(I+3)+v(I-1) i 
' 
1 
1-2*V(I+1)) 
1L'4=02*U(2,I+53)-C3* 
1 
( 2 , 1+52 ) 
1:V(I)=V(I)+P-Fq 
111 
J=I+70 
.1u(1,J)=u(1T)+p+c4 *q I 
I v(2)-3* (v(4)-v(6)) 
+v(8) 
v(18)=3*(v(16)-v(14) 
) +v(12) 
.1D014 1=4,16,2 
1:V(I)=V(I-1) 
J=I+70 
kU(1,J)=U(1,J-1) 
' P=AM*SINF(IM*Y1) 
-CN*RE 
I:D016 1=33,69,18 
;111(1,1)=P 
1U(1,J)=P 
N=0 
N=N+1 
PUNCH.N 
IL=19 
I N2=(-1)**N 
IF(N2)19,35,18 
! IL:20 
I:1025 1=IL,68,2 
.1 
IIP=I-IL-14 
!I Q=P*(P-2)*(P-18)* 
(P-20) 
OF(Q)21,25,21 
1,7=I/18 
!IL=I-N2 
iliP=A(J,M)*U(K,L+18)+ 
000001 
000000 
000001 
000000 
000000 
000000 
000000 
000220 
000221 
000000 
000000 
000230 
000231 
000000 
000001 
000000 
000001 
000002 
000000 
000001 
000000 
000000 
000000 
000240 
000000 
000001 
000000 
000001 
000000 
000000 
000000 
000000 
000000 
000001 
000002 
000250 
000000 
000260 
000000 
000270 
000280 
000000 
000001 
000290 
4 4 j 
B(J M)' *U(K,I-18) 
1 
P=P+0(J,M)*(U(K,L+2) 
:1-+U(K,I-2)) 
jP=P+D(J,M)*U(K,L) 
1I1=I-IL+19 
'112=I-1L+20 
1,1IF(Z)22,24,23 
IlQ=G(J)*(U(2,I2)-U 
':(2,I1)) 
IiU(1,I) =(P +Q) *SC 
11GO TO 25 
,Q=U1(J)*(N(1,I2+18)- 
hU(1,I2-18)) 
HW=U2*(U(1,I2+2)- 
' 
1 
.1U(1 12-2)) 
PY232(J)*U(2,I)+B3(J) 
1*(U(2,I+18)-U(2,I- 
I:118)) 
0=Y*Q+U2*14*( 
'Y=B1(IL-18)*Y 
11U(1,I1)=P+Y 
11GO TO 25 
N=I+1a-2 
ig=u1(J)*(u(1,12+18)_ 
hu(1,12-18)) 
w=u2*(u(1,12+2), 
1u(142-2) ) 
IlY=Q**2+W**2 
Y=SQRTF(Y) 
HY=SQRTF(Y) 
PY=D1/D3**(D2/Y) 
OU(2,N)=U(2,N)+T* 
'1(U(1,I1)+P*U(2,N)+ 
IY*U(2,I1)) 
ILCONTINUE 
1F(Z+N1-1)27,26,29 
N1=2 
IGO TO 8 
"DO29 1=19,67,2 
1P=U(1,I+1)-U(1,I) 
IIIF(S-ABSF(P))17, 
'129,29 
11 
,IfONTINUE 
000000 CN=0.0 
000000 F1433 1=1,3 
000300 :J=18*I 
000000 1K=18*I-1 
000000 IL=18*14-16 
000000 :N=18*1+15 
000000 ,p=u(1,L)-u(1,L-2) 
000000 iq=u(1,J+2)-u(1,J) 
000000 'w=p/q 
000000 liF(u(1,34))31,31,32 
000310 u(2,3)=0,o 
000000 u(2,L)=3*(u(2,1-2)- 
000001 u(2,1-4))+u(2,1,6) 
000000 IU(2,K) =E2 *U(2,L) *W 
000000 u(2,m)=E1 *u(2,1,) 
000000 Y=R(I)*u(2,10sq 
000000 I GO TO 33 
000320 U(2,J)=3*(U(2,J+2)- 
000321 U(2,J+4))+U(2,J+6) 
000000 1U(2,K)=E1 *U(201) 
000000 
1 
1U(2,L)=0.0 
000000 :U(2,M)=E2*U(2,J)/W 
000000 IY=R(I)*U(2,M)*P 
000330 LCN=CN+Y 
000000 Q=U(1,34) 
000340 PUNCH,Q,CN,IM 
000000 PUNCH,U,V 
000000 GO TO 6 
000350 END 
3, 
APPENDIX IV 
Solution of Laplace's Equation 
Laplace's equation in cylindrical coordinates was solved as 
a boundary value problem by using numerical techniques on the IBk: 
650 computer. The results obtained showed the optimum relaxation 
factor used in solving the difference equations involved is ap- 
proximately 1.4, which is constant for various degrees of accur- 
acy for this particular configuration and various numbers of lat- 
tice points used. The accuracy of the solution of the resulted 
difference equations increases geometrically while the numbers 
of iterated calculation required increases only arithmetically. 
Thus reasonable accuracy could be obtained by a relatively small 
increase of machine time consumption. 
Problem. In a cylindrical space of radius a and length A 
if the function to be found is independent of polar angle 6, the 
Laplace equation is reduced to the following form: 
a 2u 3. au a 2t; 
(1) 
r g r 8z2 
?assin: a cross section throunj1 the center line of the cylinder, 
and dividin one-half of this section into a net as shown in 
Fig. 1, one obtains a two-dimensional region with 40 interior 
lattice points. Humerical methods will be used to solve equa- 
tion (1), for proper boundary conditions, at each of these points. 
Preparation of the Problem for pant.; the Computer. By the 
use of central differences, at lattice points not on the center 
a 
60 61 6it 67 69 70 
41 U4 . 7=4 
.56 (21 Ui Ur ,,/-I-3 
..,4 
f 
I ..._?_,- 0. ,...7.2 
/I 
/ z -I 4 5 6 7 a 9 Ao 
awAy-//jv 7.4'45 17:0W KOS Odded fOr filtortIMIM;79 net-615/31 
Fig. 1. Net diagram for 40 interior points. 
line, the Laplace equation is approximated by the following 
equation: 
1 1 
(C720) = - - 21.11 + Ub) + (Us - Ub) 1 k2 a 2(J - 1)k2 
+h2 (Ur - 2 Vi + up 
13 ... 58 
(2) 
where J is the interior row number of the ith lattice point, 
2 < J 4. At each lattice point on the center line, r = 0, 
1 8U 
the limiting value of - --- may be used, 
r ar 
59 
(-_-) 
" 
a -0 2r a r a2t, 
Iim 
r-*0 r2 
- (r) 
r 
ar 
since in most physical problems the function could not have 
singular points on the center line and the saddle point possi- 
bility is ruled out in this problem by the symmetry of the func- 
tion with respect to polar angle. Thus the equation is approxi- 
mated by 
2 1 
(V2U)i = 
k2 
--(U 
a 
- 2 [ti + Ub) + --(Ur - 2U1 + U,0) (3) 
h2 
If we enumerate each lattice point as in Fig. 1 and assume the 
boundary values as follows: 
at lattice points 12, 24, 36, 43, 60-70 U = 0 
23 U = 400 
35 U = 300 
47 U = 200 
59 U = 100 
1-11 U = 0 (see -ab- 
appendix) 
then, from equations (2) and (3), one obtains a sot of 40 linear 
simultaneous equations with 40 unknowns. The equations (2) and 
(3) may be put into relaxation form (i.e., the coefficient of Ui 
equals -1), and summed up in one equation: 
0(j)(c72U)i = G(J)Ua + D(J)Ub + E(J)(Ur + Uj) - Ui = R 
where C(J), D(J), E(J), and G(J) are sets of coefficients which 
vary with the row number J. and Pi the remainder associated vAth 
this equation. 
If a relaxation factor is chosen, the next iteration of 
calculation of Ui will be 
= [C(j)Ua + D(J)Ub + 7(J)(Xii, + Uj)3 + (1 - a0111 (5) 
which is the actual equation of calculation followed by the 
machine. 
Pregranmin. The program was written In Fortran language. 
Using For Transit II system (not the revised one), the Fortran 
statements were first translated to IT statements, then compiled 
to SOAP II program and finally assembled into Object program of 
machine language. These were all done automatically by the ma- 
chine. 
The program written in Portran language was designed to be 
flexible, so that when it is desired to change convergence 
criterion, relaxation factor, boundary conditions, or net sizes, 
the program will remain unchanged. The only thin, required is 
changing of the data cards. Unfortunately, the change of the 
number of lattice points could not be incorporated into the pro- 
gram. Some statements cards must be changed, and the resulting 
re-translation, recompilation, and reassembling could not be 
avoided. 
Results. Table 1 gives the number of iterated calculation 
and time required for reaching solutions of different decrees of 
accuracy at different values of relaxation factor. The l';.-w-3 0 
curves and discussion were presented previously. 
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fable 1. N-w-screlation. 
S. 
:w = 0.8 :Le = 1.0 :(4 mi 1.2 sw Is 1.4 sw m 1.6 tw 1.8 
:A: 1:N: T:N;T:N:T: N :T:Nt T 
0.1 34 14 25 12 19 9 14 6 21 9 41 17 
0.01 50 21 36 15 26 11 17 8 24 11 50 21 
0.001 67 28 47 19 32 14 20 9 29 13 59 25 
0.0001 84 33 58 24 39 16 21 10 35 15 69 30 
So= degree of accuracy or convergence criterion 
N = number of iterated calculations 
T = time required in minutes 
= relaxation factor 
or various lengths of the tube, it was found that the Op- 
timum over-relaxation factor remained essentially constant. 'e- 
suits in Table 2 were obtained for accuracy Lc= 0.00001. 
Another result was obtained for d = 10 cm, but k' = k/2 and 
h' = h/2 (344 internal lattice points). Using 6.) = 1.4, 65 iter- 
ations were required. ?or this particular problem, since the 
value of the function died out rapidly along z-direction, the 
increase of lattice points horizontally did not affect the number 
of iterated. calculations required. by doubling the row number, 
the iteration number required was also doubled. 
The solution of Laplace's equation in terms of the electro- 
static potential distribution was given in sub-Appendix D. 
The time required. for each iteration of calculation was 
about 24.3 seconds. The last iteration required about 30 sec- 
onds. Each iteration contained about 2500 machine instructions; 
thus the machine roughly executed 100 instructions per second. 
38 
lane 2. d-w-N relation. 
. 
AO. of : : 
d (cm) interior : . w 
. points . : 
5 40 1.38 26 
5 40 1.39 24 
5 40 1.40 24 
5 4( 1.41 ,4 
5 40 1.42 24 
5 40 1.43 25 
10 84 1.38 35 
10 84 1.39 33 
10 84 1.40 32 
10 84 1.41 31 
10 84 1.42 31 
10 84 1.43 31 
10 S4 1.44 32 
15 128 1.38 36 
15 128 1.40 35 
15 128 1.41 35 
15 128 1.43 35 
15 128 1.45 36 
20 172 1.38 36 
20 172 1.42 35 
20 172 1.46 37 
30 260 1.38 36 
30 260 1.42 35 
30 260 1.46 37 
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SUB-APPENDICES 
SUB -APPENDIX A 
Detail of Derivation of the 
Equation of Calculation 
definition of central differonce, 
at). 1 1 
(---)i = 
k 
-(U8/2 - Ub/2) = --(Ua - Ub) 
r 2k 
0 2u 1 a 
(-O --;)i = - 
k 
Ub/2) 
rr- ar 
1 
= 
- 
_(uv - ui) - -(Ui - Ub) 
k k 
1 
k2 
- 2 Ut + Ub) 
40 
where subscript a designates the lattice point directly above 1, 
b directly below i. 
Similarly, 
221; 1 
)i '1) 
z2 k2 
where r designates the lattice point to the right of i, ,isto 
the left of i. 
Thus we have equations (2) and (3), where we have omitted 
the error term which is of the order h 2 or k 2 (since he-k). 
In this program, 1 = 5 cm 
a = 1.83 cm 
No = 12 (number of columns of lattice oints 
6 (number of rows of lattice points: 
41 
Hence h = 0.4545 cm 
k = 0.4575 cm 
For the second or the center line row 
2 (72u)i = 
k 
h2 (Ur 2 Ui + Ula) + - 
h;(Ur 
- 2 Ui + Up 
2 1 2 h2 + k2 
= --2 (Ua + U12 
k2 
) + + 2(---- -- -- )Ui 
k - h2 
h2 k2 2 h2 
Ri = (N72U)i = ------- 
2 
(Usi) + 
2(2 h2 + k2) 211F+ 
0 
(Ur + Ty) - Ui 
2(2 h2 + k?) 
2 h2 k2 
Ui = Ili 4. Lei = to (U,AL + (Ur + 1.14d 
2 h2 + k2 - 2(2 h2 + k2) 
+ (1 - w)Ui 
= w [C(1)Ua + D(1)Ub + F(1)(Ur + Us)]+ (1 - w)Ui 
where C(1) 
D(1) 
E(1) 
= 
= 
- 
2 h2 
----- 
2 h4 + k2 
0 
k2 
2(2 h2 
= 
k2) 
0.664 
Since the first row consists of a row of boundary points, 
if they actually represint the row one k distance on the other 
side of the center line, these boundary values will change and 
will be equal to the third row function values at each iteration. 
This requires a set of additional program statements inside the 
iteration loop. Since the program statements inside the itera- 
tion loop should be kept minimum to save machine time, this is 
42 
not advisable. In this program, the function value on this row 
is set to zero all the time, and incorporated Ub into Us. Thus 
in the above equation Ub is the actual Ub value, but a is equal 
to sero. 
For the third, fourth, and fifth rows: 
1 1 Us - Ub 
(72U)1 = --(Us - 2111 + Ub) + 
k2 (J - 1)k 2 k 
1 
+ 
+-- (Ur- 2Ui +Ui) h2 
1 1 1 1 
+ 
-. - ----- --- 
k2 2(J - 1) 
Us + 1 
] k4 2(3 - 1) 
1 h2+ k2 
+ 
h2 
(Ur + UJ) - 2( 
h2 
)U1 
k2 
h2 k2 h2 1 
2U)1 = 1 + ('4211
2(h2 + k2) 2(h2 + k2) [ 2(J - 1 
h2 
Ub + 
k2 
1 
1 ] 
(Ur 
2(h2 4 k2) [ 2(3 - 1) 2(h2 + k2) 
Ub 
JUs 
+ 111) - 
Ui' = Ili + (.) Iii 
= 6) {C(J)Ua + D(J)Ub + E(J)(Ur + ti2)1 + (1 - (4)U1 
where 2 < j < 4. If 
h2 
= x = 0.248 
2(h2 + k2) 
h2 1 
then C(2) = 1 { 
+ = (3/2)x 
I 
= 0.372 
2(h2 + k2} 2(2 - I) 
C(3) = (5/4)x = 0.310 
C(4) = (7/6)x = 0.289 
D(2) = (1/2)x = 0.124 
43 
L(3) = (3/4) x = 0.186 
D(4) = (5/6) x = 0.207 
k2 
and L(2) = E(3) = E(4) = = 0.251 
2(h2 + k2) 
SUB-APPENDIX B 
Scheme of the Storage of Punction Value 
The lattice points are numbered in the following way. the 
point next to the left corner in the bottom row is numbered 1, 
the remaining points of the bottom row then are numbered 2, 3, 
4, ... successively from left to right, then going to the next 
higher row continue to number the points from left to right until 
the next point of the right corner in the highest row. (See net 
diagram, Plate VI.) 
Every point is designated by two successive indexes. The U 
with odd index number U (/odd) is stored successively with the 
function value of the lattice point number (Todd + 1)/2, calcu- 
lated during each odd iteration, i.e., N = 1, 3, 5, ... The U 
with even index number U (Ieven) is stored successively with the 
function value of the lattice point number (levee )/2, calculated 
during each even Iteration. i.e., = 2, 4, 6, ... 
After every iteration of calculation, there is a convergence 
test loop (see sub-Appendix C) to compare each contaiming of the 
odd indexed storae place with that of the following even index, 
EXPLANATION PLATE VI 
Net diagram. 
4 
/1/ /21 // /x) 
PLATE VI 
/Al /SO /4/ (di /JO /7/- s' / 7 7 //L6 
96 
6 6 6 6 68 
.7=-9 
?P / ,a, a ,,/ ), , . 
.4-40 ,5" / S-5 S Si- ,r6 100060 POO: 3 7 39 40 4 / 42 442 
1101Peo 4110001t, e? 
11100Tle.0,0114,-",spe /3 /4 /.5 /6 
a7 
Po' 
Ce°,7*.t- /e 
9 9 /0 /2. As As" /.7 0 
67 
4/ 
8 .9 "e7 
7 
48 
i.e., to test whether or not the two successive calculations for 
each lattice point has converged to the accuracy required. If 
not, the next iteration resumes; otherwise, the results, i.e., 
the contents of all the indexed storage places, will be punched 
out by the punch statement. 
If N = number of iteration 
I = index of U 
Nc = number of columns of lattice points including 
boundary 
Nr = number of rows of lattice points including 
boundary 
are given, then the underlined constants in Sub-Appendix C may 
be calculated as follows: 
is = 2 Nc + I, starting index of calculation for odd 
iteration 
If = 2[210 x (Nr - 1) - 2], ending index of calculation 
for even iteration 
Imax = 2(Nc x Nr - 2), maximum index used 
Ibl = IL + Nb 
= IL = 2(Nc - 2), first boundary point index 
IbL = Ibl + 2(Jmax - 2)Nc + 2, last boundary point index 
Jmax = Nr - 2, maximum interior row number 
If I is odd, it is better efficiency to use the newer values of 
Ua, Ub, Ur, Uj, and Ui for calculating UI'. 
In the diagram of Fig. 2, the underlined indices are used. 
Thus 
t -/ 
odd 
axle Place 
/;7c/ex 
t t/2 
yk. Za&C porn I 
index 
t -12 
4'7 
Even 
Fig. 2. Storage diagram. 
1)'( ) = {CU(' + 25) + DU(I - 24) + E [U(1 + 3) 
+ -U(1 - 2)] + (1 - (J) + 1) 
Similarly, If I is even, from the storage diagram, 
U1(1) = w (CU(I + 23) + DU(I - 24) + L [u(1 + 1) 
+ U(I - 2)] + (1 - (4) U(I - 1) 
i.or odd 1., calculate all odd indices; otherwise the even 
ones. 
The above two equations can be combined into one 
U1(1) = w {(31)L + 24) + DU(I - 24) 
+ U(I - 21j3 + (1 - (..1) U(L) 
if K = (-1)n 
and L = I - K. 
This is the equation used in the program. 
[U(L + 2) 
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SUB-APPENDIX C 
Fortran Program of the Laplace Equation 
C00000 
000000 
000000 
000010 
000020 
LA PLACE EQUATION 
DIYENSION U(Imax), 
000000 U(I)=Y+(l-IW/T)*U(L) 
000100 CONTINUE 
000000 DO12 I=Is,If,2 
000110 R=U(I+1)-U(I) 
000000 IF(S(IC)-ABSF(R))5, 
000001 12,12 
000120 CONTINUE 
C(Jmax),D(Jmax), 
E(Jmax),S(4) 
READ (IWI,IWL,IWS,T) 
D014 IW=IWI,IWL,IWS 
DO14 IC=1,4 
000030 DO4 I=1,Imax 000130 PUNCH,U 
000040 u(i)m0.0 000140 CONTINUE 
000000 READ (C,D,E,S,Ub;Ub;.. . ) 000000 GO TO 1 
000000 N=0 000150 STOP 
000050 N=N+1 
000000 PUNCH,N 
000000 IL=Is N.B. The underlined items are 
000000 K=(-1)**N calculated 
according to 
sub-appendix B. 
000000 IF(K)7,15,6 
000060 IL=IL+1 
000070 D010 I=IL,If,2 
00008o M=I-IL-Nb 
000000 Q=M*(M-2)*(M-2Nc)* 
(M-2Nc-2)*...(M-(Jmax 
-2)*2Nc)*(M-(Jmax-2)* 
2Nc-2) 
000000 IF(Q)9,10,9 
000090 J=I/2Nc 
000000 L=I-K 
000000 V=C(J)*U(L+2Nc)+D(J) 
000001 *U(I-2Nc) 
000000 Y =(V +E(J)'(U(L +2)+ 
000001 U(I-2)))*IW/T 
SUB-APPENDIX D 
Potential Distribution 41 Each Row 
of Lattice Points 
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SUB-APPENDIX E 
emarks 
1. In designing a program, the first requirement is that the 
program should solve the problem. The second is that the program 
be flexible. )ne wishes to design a program that can be ased for 
various situations. This Is especially true in using the 4'or 
Transit system, since the translation, compilation, and assenblin 
alone will consume a seet. deal of machine time. Flexibility is 
actually a long-range machine-time-saving plan. The third re- 
quirement is simplicity. Phis provides two advantages* ease of 
checking and loss probahility of error, and machine-time saving. 
Especially in an iterated calculation, the instraction within an 
Iteration loop should be carefully designed to reduce the oeera- 
tion to a minimum. Sometimes a superficially complicated iortran 
statement when processed to an object program, oontains fewer 
instructions than the seemingly simple one. Knowledge of the 
inside structure of the For Transit system (i.e., IT language, 
SOAP II language) proves to be of great 'relp in this respect. 
This knowledge also helps to locate the trouble when there is a 
mistake in the original program. 
s an example of rlexibility, the change of relaxation 
factor incorporated in the program is explained below. Through 
data cards, three integers, I I, IrL, and IRS, and a floating 
)pint constant T, are rend in. The choice of these four constants 
to cover various relaxation factors can be easily understood by 
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an example. In this program, the desired relaxation factor 
values are 
w = 0.8. 1.0, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6, 1.8 
If we choose 
= 8, IWL = 18, 14'; S = 2, T = 10.0 
then IV/1 in the w iteration loop will successively take the de- 
aired values of w. So IW/T may be used in place of ca. 
2. The net size constants h and k should be approximately 
equal. Otherwise, the error term in 
82U 1 
z 
= - 
h-Ur 
- 2 bi + %e) e(h2) 
2 2 
may be large enough to upset the whole equation. Thus if h is 
many times greater than k, then 
a 2u a2u 
oc2,2tni 
.9 1.2 z2 
is approximated by 
1 1 
(N72U) i = --(U - 2 U i + Ub) ) + --(U r - 2 Ui + y k2 a h. 2 
1 
The omitted e(h2) term may be comparable with --(U. - 2 Ul + Ub). 
k2 
22u 
Hence in this approximation the role of ---- is actually masked 
r2 
by the error ter. 
3. One may avoid many troubles by breaking long calculation 
statements, using intermediate variables. This does not neces- 
sarily increase tie number of the ultimate machine instructions. 
4. The set of simultaneous equations in this particular 
problem has a special character. The U values of the lattice 
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points die out rapidly (ex-onentially) from right to left because 
of the boundary conditions. Hence, for example, for ,c= 0.0001, 
(4.) = 1.4, at lattice point 22, the values of two successive cal- 
culations are 
206.43928 and 206.43928 
which are accurate to the eighth signifioant figure. But at the 
lattice point 13, the values are 
0.76080300 and 0.76074310 
which are only accurate to the fourth significant figure. 
In using the IBM 650, significant figures are limited to 
eight for floating point variables or constants. Hence beyond 
a certain column on to the left (if there are enough columns), 
the U values are entirely unreliable. Therefore it is useless 
to increase the length of the tube to beyond 30 cm. Besides, in 
using the For Transit system, the index number is limited to be- 
low 1000, and the total storage space of the IBM 650 is only 
2000 words. Thus the best accurate convergence criterion one 
can use is 0.00001. 
THEORETICAL COMPUTATION OF THE CHARACTERISTIC 
CURVE OF THE A-C GASEOUS DISCHARGE 
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by 
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A boundary value problem was set up based on the major 
fundamental processes and the practical situations for the a c 
discharge in cases in an elongated tube. The objective was to 
compute the characteristic curve of the discharge about the glow 
region. This boundary value problem was solved numerically, 
using the method of finite differences. The entire computing 
procedures were coded 11 Fortran language which was readily 
adapted for use in both the IBM 650 and the 704 computers. The 
preliminary test of the major and time-consuminc part of the 
program-Laplece's equation in cylindrical coordinates--has been 
solved in order to find the relation between relaxation factor 
and the number of scanning iterations of computation. The opti- 
mum over-relaxation factor for this particular program was nearly 
1.4. The characteristic curve of the discharge has not yet been 
obtained. PUrther adjustment of the constants used In the com- 
putation and possible improvement of the boundary conditions to 
take care of the mobility effect at the boundaries were needed. 
k.ddltional cork is planned to improve the results presently 
obtained. 
